
 Expression of will to participate in the lawsuit before the free
arbitration court Kininigen. 

In order to avoid a transfer into the person jurisdiction, the living, spiritually moral being of reason, writes the 
name led by it completely in SMALL letters and in blocking writing (empty distances between the individual 
letters. e.g. instead of: DOE JOHN, it will be written d o e, john, in order to clearly distance from the name of 
the person in the identification papers. Please everything handwritten and well legibly fill out, print, picture
insert, sign and the complaint form either send scanned to info@amagi.space or to 
Amagi – Self Determination In Harmony With Everything   P.O. Box 100 111 to 75101 Pforzheim, Germany.

More information under https://amagi.space/participtation-lawsuit

Name of the family:

Name of calling

Domicile                  
on to

Email Address:

The signature as an expression of one’s will. Please in the same spelling as the name given above (in block
letters and small letters, capitis sin deminutio). Please No paraphene, squiggles or habitual signature.

Signed in the here and now and in force until final clarification.

__________________________________

https://amagi.space/participtation-lawsuit/




Identification of the points, the inalienable rights, which were violated in concise, but clear words of
a case limited to the essentials. Please send a copy of any available evidence.



A photographic image of the living, spiritually moral being of reason, which wants to participate in the lawsuit.

Your picture here

The here above pictured, living, spiritually moral reason being is in the consciousness of that, that he/she is not
a person, but, as the breathing, living, spiritually moral being of reason, has a person. He/she is aware of the 
fact that persons are not admitted before the Kininigen Free Arbitration Court and that the court is not 
competent for persons, but exclusively for the living, spiritually moral being of reason, popularly known as 
[human being], and for the preservation of the inalienable rights endowed therewith of every living, spiritually 
moral being of reason.

I am a living, spiritually moral being of reason, popularly known as [man] □ ja □ nein

I agree in its entirety with the definition of the inalienable rights
of Ama-gi koru-É Kininigen. □ ja □ nein

I agree with the executed charges of indictment Number 670777 dated 11/05/21. □ ja □ nein

I would like to participate as a co-accused in this, above mentioned indictment. □ ja □ nein

I feel, as a living, spiritually moral being of reason entitled,
violated in my inalienable rights, defined by Kininigen. □ ja □ nein

I am aware of and agree that the judgment rendered in this regard may 
have an effect on me, if I so wish. □ ja □ nein

I recognize the Free Arbitration Court Kininigen, as the highest, for living, 
I recognize the Kininigen Free Arbitration Court as the highest court on earth
responsible for living, spiritual and moral rational beings (not persons). □ ja □ nein

I am aware that this is not a legal advice 
and I want to act in free and sovereign will. □ ja □ nein

I agree that I have no legal rights or claims of any kind against the
association Amagi e.V. or Ama-gi koru-É Kininigen Trust Association. □ ja □ nein


